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If people are so self-interested, why do they 
give their money away to charities? One pos- 
sibility is that people care about the level of 
the public good their donations provide. But 
this is not a good explanation: free-riding typ- 
ically dominates donating even for people who 
care a great deal about the good in question, 
and even in groups that are substantially 
smaller than those in which people contribute. 

An alternative explanation for giving is that 
the benefit comes from the donation itself, not 
from the good it buys. This idea is ancient. In 
the Old Testament, God promises those giving 
to the temple that he will 

... open to you the windows of heaven, 
and pour you out a blessing, that there 
shall not be room enough to receive it. 

(King James Bible, Malachi 3:10). More re- 
cently, Gary Becker (1974) has developed an 
economic model where it is the amount the 
donor gives, rather than the quantity of the 
public good he receives, that enters the utility 
function. James Andreoni (1989) shows that 
such a model can explain many of the ob- 
served facts of charitable giving, such as broad 
participation by people of different incomes, 
better than a model without this motive. 

In this paper I consider two separate types 
of benefits that might arise from donations: 
those that are purely internal, derived from the 
donor's own knowledge of what he has given, 
and those that the donor only gets when other 
people know how much he has given. I call 
these the "intrinsic benefit" and the "prestige 
benefit," respectively. 

Abundant descriptive evidence suggests that 
the prestige benefits from public recognition 
of donations are an important reason why peo- 
ple give. Large anonymous donations are so 
rare that they are newsworthy events. On the 
other hand, every university has buildings 
prominently named after alumni who gave 
substantial amounts, often only after the ex- 
plicit promise of this sort of recognition. Most 
universities have a set price for those wishing 
to have a chair named after them. The prestige 
motive is important enough that the form 
of recognition the charity will provide in 
exchange for the gift is often spelled out in 
legal contracts, and there are even cases where 
donors have demanded the return of donations 
after their gifts have not been recognized to 
their satisfaction. For example, in 1997 a $3 
million donation to the New York City Chil- 
dren's Zoo was revoked by the donors after 
they argued that the city had not followed the 
contract which stipulated how their gift would 
be publicly recognized (David Dunlop, 1997). 

In this paper I use data on gifts by lawyers 
to their law school to estimate a utility function 
which includes both prestige and intrinsic ben- 
efits. I estimate the parameters of this -function 
by exploiting a common way by which char- 
ities report donations: publicizing the catego- 
ries into which the donations fall, rather than 
the exact amounts. For example, the charity 
might say that donations of from $500 to $999 
place the donor in the "Sustaining Contribu- 
tor" category. Within this category, any por- 
tion of a donation that is above the $500 lower 
bracket is not reported by the charity, and so 
provides no additional prestige, only addi- 
tional intrinsic benefits. The more money peo- 
ple donate, the higher the tastes for both 
intrinsic and prestige benefits, while the 
greater the proportion of these donations that 
are just equal to the bracket, the higher is the 
taste for prestige. 

To get a simple measure of the importance 
of the prestige effect, I will then use the esti- 
mated utility function to compare predicted 
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donations to the charity under two hypotheti- 
cal plans: no reporting and exact reporting. A 
comparison of these results allows a measure 
of the effect of the prestige motive on dona- 
tions. The distinction between the prestige and 
intrinsic motives for giving provides an inter- 
esting insight into behavior and is also impor- 
tant to charities and to society at large. While 
intrinsic benefits are obtained through the act 
of giving, and are therefore largely outside a 
charity's control, prestige is acquired only 
when a charity actually makes a public report 
of the amount of the donation. Common sense 
suggests, and virtually every "how to" book 
on fundraising agrees, that the actions of char- 
ities to solicit gifts and reward donors with 
public recognition have a large effect on giv- 
ing and the voluntary provision of public 
goods. Despite this importance, there is cur- 
rently little understanding of the workings of 
these factors, and no measure of the share of 
giving attributable to them. This paper will 
provide a measure of one part of that connec- 
tion between the actions of the charity and do- 
nations, the part that is based on prestige. 

I. Prestige and Intrinsic Benefits under Different 
Reporting Plans 

Since a more complete model of the donor's 
optimization problem is given in Hlarbaugh 
( 1998), I will only review the essential points 
here. I assume that donors have a utility func- 
tion U = U(x, p, d), where x is the private 
good, p is prestige, and d is the intrinsic ben- 
efit, assumed to be equal to the actual amount 
donated. The donor faces the budget constraint 
w = x + qd, where w is income and q is the 
after-tax price of giving. I assume that prestige 
is equal to the publicly reported amount of the 
donation and, for simplicity, that q = 1. Sub- 
stituting the budget constraint into the utility 
function gives U = U(w - d, p, d) or U = 

V(p, d; w). Solving this for a fixed w and 
fixed levels of utility gives level curves in 
(d, p) space, as shown in Figure 1. Note that 
by construction the budget constraint must be 
satisfied along these curves, and that higher 
curves represent higher utility. 

The reporting plans of the charity, perhaps 
most intuitively interpreted as an additional 
constraint, can be shown in the same (d, p) 

space. These plans translate a donation d into 
a report r, which society then converts to the 
prestige p that enters the utility function. Thnee 
possible reporting plans are shown in Figure 
1, along with level curves for a single donor 
with given wealth. 

In the first plan, no reports are made, and 
the prestige function is a horizontal line at 
zero. The best donors can do is to give do. In 
the second, charities report the exact amount 
of the donation, so the prestige function is the 
line p = d. The utility-maximizing donation is 
now de. Since a dollar donated now buys pres- 
tige as well as intrinsic benefits, donations can 
be expected to increase, unless the prestige re- 
duces Ud or increases Ux significantly. In the 
third plan, the charity sets a category with a 
minimum amount or lower bracket needed to 
gain classification into that category. (I will 
examine situations where the charity sets more 
than one such category.) Those donating less 
than the amount of the lower bracket of the 
category get zero prestige, while those donat- 
ing the bracket amount or more get credit for 
the amount of the category, as shown by the 
step function in Figure 1. Under this plan the 
optimal donation depends on preferences and 
the bracket. A person with preferences as 
shown will give the bracket amount db (or 
more) unless the bracket is above dm. Note 
that under a given category reporting scheme 
a person's optimal donation may be either 
greater or less than what it would have been 
under exact reporting. 

Il. Data 

I use exact and publicly reported donations 
by the class of 1976 to the alumni fund of a 
prestigious law school (the name of which I 
have agreed to keep confidential) for each year 
from 1989 to 1993. I also have income data 
for the alumni, obtained from a survey con- 
ducted in 1991. There are 223 complete ob- 
servations, out of a class of 379. For 
estimation, I use only the 146 alumni who 
made at least one positive donation during this 
period. 

The category reporting plan was changed in 
1992. Prior to 1992, the lower brackets of the 
categories were $100, $250, $500, and $1,000. 
For 1992 through 1994, categories were $500, 
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FIGURE 1. LEVEL CURVES AND REPORTING PLANS 

$1,000, $2,500, and $5,000. (There were also 
higher categories, in both cases. Only two do- 
nors gave at these levels, and they are ex- 
cluded from the analysis.) This reporting 
change affected donations as the model pre- 
dicts: the number of donations at the omitted 
categories fell. I use the reported 1991 income 
as the proxy for income in each year. This is 
a crude measure, and it might well be prefer- 
able to incorporate other information, such as 
the stock-market level, as a measure of year- 
to-year changes. I also assume that the after- 
tax price of giving is 0.66, for all donors and 
years. This is a serious approximation, in part 
because of individual variation in marginal tax 
rates, in part because of tax-law changes dur- 
ing this period, and in part because some 
employers, particularly law firms, match em- 
ployee donations. (Information on which do- 
nors could take advantage of this is not 
available.) While it would be possible to esti- 
mate more appropriate prices, both this and the 
better income measures discussed above 
would complicate the econometric procedure 
substantially, since each donor in each year 
would then face a different budget constraint. 
As the measure of prestige associated with a 
given category, I use the average of all dona- 
tions for the given year that fall within the 
brackets of that category. 

III. Econometric Method 

The econometric method I adopt is similar 
to methods developed for nonconvex budget 
constraints. Stephen Pudney (1989) describes 
these in detail. Since these methods involve 
determining the optimal donation by compar- 

ing the utility from donations on each different 
portion of the constraint, a specific functional 
form for preferences is necessary. I use the 
Stone-Geary utility function: 

U = log x + b log(p + kl) + c log(d + k2) 

where, as above, x is the private good, p is 
prestige, d is the intrinsic benefit (assumed to 
be equal to the donation), and k, and k2 are 
constants. Donors maximize this function sub- 
ject to the constraints of income, the price of 
donations, and the category reporting plan, 
which relates donations to p. 

This function requires relatively few param- 
eters. While it allows donations to be linear 
functions of income, which is convenient for 
the derivation of the likelihood function, it 
does not restrict donations to constant per- 
centages of income, as the Cobb-Douglas util- 
ity function would. If ki is positive, it allows 
for the possibility of no reported donations 
(therefore no prestige). If 12 is positive, it al- 
lows for the possibility of no donations (and 
therefore no intrinsic benefit). However, this 
functional form does impose weak separability 
and a linear expenditure system of demands. 

One implication of this model of behavior 
is that donations just below the kink in the re- 
porting function have zero probability. The 
maximum-likelihood method will therefore 
produce indifference curves steep enough to 
fit the donation closest to the kink, even if such 
curves do not fit the rest of the data well. One 
explanation for these observations is that they 
truly represent optimal behavior and should be 
used as they are in the estimation. Another, 
which I adopt, is that the donors can make mis- 
takes. Donors will be uncertain about their 
preferences, about aspects of their budget con- 
straint such as income or the tax treatment of 
a donation, and about the way in which the 
charity will report donations. I use two differ- 
ent models for errors. In the first, I simply as- 
sume that d = d* + s, where d is the actual 
donation, d* is the optimal one, and e is dis- 
tributed N(O, ac,). In the second, I attempt to 
account for the fact that donations just equal 
to the bracket will be optimal for a wide va- 
riety of preferences and incomes, and that 
therefore it is less likely that donors with op- 
timal donations at a bracket will make errors 
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TABLE 1-ESTIMATES OF PREFERENCES 

Effor 
model Estimated preferences 

In x + 0.000276 ln[p -F 5.44] 
(0.00000449) (8.26) 

+ 0.000256 ln[d - 12.7] 
(0.00000676) (18.9) 

2 In x + 0.000144 InLP - 49.9] 
(0.0000456) (4.04) 

+ 0.000403 ln[d + 29.6] 
(0.000127) (2.35) 

Error Log 
model likelihood v V 

1 -3,859 330 NA 
(4.26) 

2 -3,360 364 0.714 
(5.70) (0.0218) 

Note: Standard errors are reported in parentheses. 

that throw them off a bracket. I do this by as- 
suming that alumni with optimal donations at 
a bracket will deviate from that bracket only 
with probability M < 1. If they do make an 
error, it is distributed as above, as are dona- 
tions from donors whose optimal donation is 
not at a bracket. This model has an advantage 
over the first specification in that it tends to 
attribute errors to those for whom uncertainty 
about income and preferences should be most 
likely to lead them to change their donations, 
namely, those whose optimal donations are not 
at the brackets. 

I find the parameters that maximize the 
probability of drawing the observed dona- 
tions, given observed incomes. To find the 
probability of a given observation, I first take 
the utility-function parameters under consid- 
eration and the person's income and find his 
optimal donation, d*. This is done by calcu- 
lating the utility this person would get by mak- 
ing his optimal donation on each segment of 
the reporting plan and then picking the seg- 
ment, and then the donation, where utility is 
highest. For the first error model, I then eval- 
uate the probability density function for ?, 

f(s), at ? = d - d*, using the value of a, 
under consideration as the estimate of the error 
variance. The second model is handled 
analogously. 

TABLE 2-PREDICTED DONATIONS UNDER DIFFERENT 

REPORTING SCHEMES 

Reporting Error model 

Income ($) scheme 1 2 

50,000 none 32 1 
exact 45 65 

150,000 none 70 61 
exact 123 127 

300,000 none 127 151 
exact 242 243 

Total (all none 119,100 99,001 
observations) exact 151,589 1-34,744 

Note: Donations are reported in dollars. 

IV. Results 

Table 1 gives parameter estimates and stan- 
dard errors from the two models. Table 2 gives 
predicted donations under no reporting and 
under exact reporting for a variety of incomes 
and also for the entire data set. The income- 
specific predictions do not include the impact 
of the error term. Since donations are truncated 
at zero, and donations under exact reporting 
are always higher than under zero reporting, 
the effect of the truncation is to increase the 
expected donation under zero reporting by 
more than that under exact reporting, so it can 
be argued that these predictions overestimate 
the impact of reporting on donations. The pre- 
dictions of overall giving (based on the in- 
come of the sample) in the last columns of the 
table do include the impact of these errors. 

For brevity I only give information about fit 
for the first error model, results for the second 
are in general slightly better. The model over- 
predicts the numbers of small-bracket dona- 
tions and underpredicts for larger brackets. 
The model prediction is 254 $100-bracket do- 
nations, out of 720 total donations. As there 
are 115 actual $100-bracket donations, chance 
would imply that 41 $100 donations are cor- 
rectly predicted as such, while the model cor- 
rectly predicts 73. The model predicts 54 
versus 32 actual $250 donations, so chance 
would imply that two of these are correctly 
predicted as such, while the model correctly 
predicts eight. As there are very few donations 
at higher amounts, I omit discussion of those 
here. 
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I use the difference between donations un- 
der no reporting and under exact reporting as 
a simple measure of the incremental effect of 
the prestige motive, because this measure is 
not dependent on the particular brackets used 
under category reporting. The last two col- 
umns of the bottom panel of Table 2 show that 
under exact reporting donations would be from 
one-quarter to one-third above what they 
would be under no reporting, where they only 
depend on the intrinsic motive. If donors were 
not making optimization errors, the effect of 
the prestige motive would be stronger yet: 
many donors would double or even more than 
double their donations in response to the pres- 
tige motive. These amounts seem sufficient to 
warrant the importance charities attach to re- 
porting gifts and recognizing donors, and they 
corroborate the descriptive evidence that, at 
least for some donors, the prestige motive is 
quite strong. 

V. Conclusions 

By examining category reporting this paper 
has concentrated on the simplest and most ac- 
curately measurable way by which the actions 
of a charity can, through a prestige effect, in- 
fluence the amount donors give. The results 
support the hypothesis that donors have a taste 
for prestige, and they show that a substantial 
portion of donations can be attributed to it. 

Some caveats should be made. First, there 
is clearly a substantial amount of heterogene- 
ity among donors, and it might be more ap- 
propriate to use a model that explicitly allows 
for such heterogeneity. Additionally, donors 
may give bracket amounts simply because 
such amounts are focal points noted on the 
mailing envelope, rather than because the do- 
nors are explicitly optimizing in the face of 
intrinsic and prestige benefits. This effect will 
bias my estimate of the prestige motive 
upward. 

These are atypical donors, giving to an atyp- 
ical charity. Lawyers have good reasons to sig- 
nal that they are successful. Donations to law 
schools are an obvious way to do this, so the 
prestige motive may be stronger for these do- 
nations than for those to, say, the Salvation 
Army. On the other hand, there are also rea- 
sons the prestige motive might be weaker for 

these donors than is typical. Relative to other 
groups who make public donations, a law 
school class is small, and members have many 
ways to gain information about each other out- 
side of seeing names and donor categories in 
the alumni magazine. I'he prestige motive 
might be considerably stronger in other cases, 
say, for a public figure who wants people who 
do not know him personally to be aware of his 
generous behavior. 

Perhaps the most important and potentially 
interesting caveat is that there are alternative 
ways to model how donations, and public 
knowledge about donations, enter utility. For 
example, both the intrinsic and the prestige 
benefits from a donation may not simply be 
equal to the dollar amount, but instead might 
be relative to gifts by others. If so, it seems 
likely that a person's donations are mainly 
compared with those of a "reference group," 
as in Oded Stark (1990), composed of people 
the donor knows and with whom he shares 
common experiences and characteristics. 

The importance of reference groups might 
explain why fund-raisers often emphasize 
such social activities as parties, dinners, and 
reunions: these strengthen such groups. The 
importance of relative donations within these 
groups may explain the common practice of 
having large donors solicit contributions from 
others in their circle. People should presum- 
ably increase their donations after being told 
that a member of their group has given a large 
amount, especially after they have just had 
dinner with him. 

In this paper I have used category reporting 
and the tendency for donors to give amounts 
equal to the lower brackets of categories only 
as means of estimating the importance of the 
prestige and intrinsic motives, given my as- 
sumptions about how these enter the utility 
function. In Harbaugh (1998) I examine the 
characteristics of the donation-maximizing 
category plan for a charity that has donors with 
these same sorts of preferences. In future work 
I plan to combine these approaches in an at- 
tempt to learn more about precisely how the 
intrinsic and the prestige benefits affect the 
utility of donors. For example, if the prestige 
benefit depends on how a person's ireported 
donation compares to donations by others, 
the charity's optimal reporting plan will 
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presumably be different than if prestige only 
depends on the amount itself. Assuming that 
fund-raisers know their donors and want to 
maximize donations, it should be possible to 
make inferences about donors' preferences 
from the actual reporting plans. 
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